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Abstract
Background: The Fluorescence Immunochromatographic method is a relatively new technique
offering similar advantages to small clinical laboratories with the added value of reagents stability
and increased precision. Here we aim to evaluate the Fluorescence Immunochromatographic
method in terms of accuracy, precision, and linearity. Also, to compare its performance against the
Bronate Affinity method.
Methods: Reproducibility between the two methods was assessed by measuring ten prepared
HbA1c reference materials with different concentrations. Additionally, the Bland-Altman Plot
was also used to determine the comparability of measurements between the two methods within
a 1.96 SD limit. Moreover, twenty repeated measurements of two HbA1c reference materials with
different concentrations were carried out to assess accuracy and precision.
Results: The “best fit values” after comparing ten measurements of the HbA1c reference materials
between the two methods for the Slope of the linear regression model was 0.9764 ± 0.05566 with “Y”
intercept of 0.5469 ± 0.4657, “X” intercept of -0.5601, and R2 of 0.9747. All ten results were inside
the 1.96 limit of the Bland-Altman Plot. Similarly, comparison of two sets of HbA1c references
materials, “Control N” and “Control P”, after twenty repeated analysis showed a Coefficient of
Variation (CV) of 2.64% and 3.55% respectively.
Conclusion: There is no significant difference between the two methods in detecting HbA1c.
Method evaluation employing both a liner regression model of analysis as well as the Bland-Altman
method showed no significant variance. This shows that the Fluorescent Immunochromatography
instrument is suitable for detecting HbA1c in the clinically significant detection range.
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Introduction
Clinical laboratories use different instrument to analyse
biological samples to satisfy their established scope of
service. The choice of instrument is greatly influenced
by the laboratory’s financial capacity and annual testing
volume. There are many types of automated immunoassay
testing systems available in the medical market today.
Many manufacturers employ chemiluminescence
detection techniques, which basically detect the emission
or flight from specific chemical reactions after the addition
of luminol or one of its derivatives as a substrate. These
techniques require the addition of chemicals and substrate
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materials to the actual medium where the analyte is located,
which is usually a disposable liquid phase, increasing
the production and the usage costs. This explains why
these manufacturers usually target medium to high
throughput medical laboratories for their instruments.
Chemiluminescence
or
Electro-Chemiluminescence
is sometimes considered the industry standard in
immunoassay methodology. This method, which is based
on chemiluminescence microparticle, are used in the
ADVIA Centaur® [1,2], Roche Cobas® [3,4], Abbott
Architect® [5,6], and many other high-end automated
immunoassay analyzers.
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Smaller laboratories thrive to reach established quality
control standards on their testing systems. The usual
challenge is that they cannot afford to acquire higherend analyzers with a large community of users and a
variety of quality control reference materials. They
usually move towards obtaining smaller form-factor
instruments that can satisfy the minimum requirements
in terms of accuracy, precision, and detection limit.
The Bronate Affinity method is widely used in clinical
laboratory settings for the quantitative measurement of
Glycated Hemoglobin (HbA1c) in patients’ blood. Many
medical manufacturers choose this technology because
of its ease of use and acceptable detection limits in the
clinically significant range of HbA1c. The Fluorescence
Immunochromatographic method is a relatively new
technique offering similar advantages to small clinical
laboratories with the added value of reagents stability and
increased precision.
Immune chromatography assay is a combination of
two commonly used medical techniques, namely:
chromatography and immune sorbent essays. The
cartridge of the instrument is usually composed cellulose
service that is intended to transfer the sample containing
the required analyte across its surface in a homogeneous
manner able to react to the remaining components of the
chemical reaction. The reaction begins after the immediate
addition of the sample containing the analyte, where it
interacts with a label conjugate containing a fluorescent
molecule making up and immune complex. This complex
will move towards the attached antibodies both primary
and secondary. Depending on the essay specificity
and antibody affinity to the specific analyte detected, a
sandwich immune complex is formed and two strips in a
form of visible lines are formed which then being detected
through a fluorescent detection device (Figure 1).

Current scientific advancements in the area of fluorescence
have made it possible for smaller form instrument
platforms to detect and analyze the same analytes targeted
by their larger manufacturer counterparts with comparable
accuracy [7,8]. Many new instruments on the market
today use this technology in the form of lateral flow
immunoassay systems that can be packaged into different
types of instruments. These instruments are marketed as
point-of-care testing systems because of their relative
ease of manufacturing and production which then can be
easily scaled according to the medical laboratory needs
ranging from low volume to very large continuous flow
sample processing [9]. Moreover, the use of such cartridge
systems is usually easy for normal laboratory personnel
as well as minimally trained medical personnel making
it a perfect option for small laboratories or clinic offices.
This combined with a long shelf life cartridge stored
under normal room temperature conditions makes it a low
complexity testing system as designated by CLIA.
Here we aim to evaluate the Fluorescence
Immunochromatographic method in terms of accuracy
and precision, and to compare the performance of
measurements between the Bronate Affinity method of the
Fluorescence Immunochromatographic method.

Methods
Reference materials
HbA1c Quality Control reference materials were used as
the samples for all HbA1c measurements. “Control N” and
“Control P” (Cormay, Poland) with HbA1c concentration
of 6.1 mmol/mol and 11.1 mmol/mol respectively were
used for the precision and comparability analysis. HbA1c
QC (Wondfo Biotech, Guangzhou) with a concentration of
12.6 mmol/mol was used for the accuracy and the BlandAltman analysis. Ten serial dilutions of the HbA1c were

Figure 1: Illustration of the lateral immunochromatography procedure employed by point-of-care testing instruments. The analysis
is carried out inside a cartridge containing all the necessary components on a solid-phase surface.
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prepared with final concentrations of: 5 mmol/mol, 5.2
mmol/mol, 5.7 mmol/mol, 6 mmol/mol, 7.5 mmol/mol,
8.2 mmol/mol, 9 mmol/mol, 11 mmol/mol, 12 mmol/mol,
and 12.6 mmol/mol.

Sample preparation
HbA1c measurements were carried out using 10 µL of
the designated reference material that was transferred
into the reaction buffer of the HbA1c kit (Wondfo
Biotech, Guangzhou). Immediately after the addition of
the reference materials, reaction buffer tubes were gently
mixed by multiple inversions and the left for incubation
on bench-top for 1 minute at room temperature. Then, 75
µL of mixed reaction buffers containing was loaded into
the sample well of the reaction cartridge. The Finecare®
instrument was loaded with the accompanying ID chip
of the HbA1c kit before loading the test cartridge into
the instrument. Similarly, for the Clover® instrument,
HbA1c kits were used to according to manufacturer’s
recommendations to carry out the testing procedure for the
same reference materials.

Statistical methods
Linear regression and non-linear fit tests were used to
assess the HbA1c QC measurements values. Runs test,
Anderson-Darling and Goodness of Fit parameters were
analyzed using the GraphPad Prism software version 8.2.
Compatibility of the Fluorescent Immunochromatography
method to the Bronate Affinity method was assessed by
analyzing HbA1c measurement of ten prepared samples
from the HbA1c QC using a linear regression model.
Additionally, the Bland-Altman Plotting method, a widely
used comparison method in clinical settings [10], was also
used to determine the comparability of measurements
between the Fluorescent Immunochromatography method
and the Bronate Affinity method within a 1.96 SD limit.
Moreover, twenty repeated measurements of “Control
N” and “Control P” were carried out to assess accuracy
and precision. Measurements were analyzed using the
GraphPad Prism software version 8.2 for constructing
plots and calculating covariance. Results of repeated
measurement were then analyzed using the “Data Analysis”
tool of the Microsoft Excel software to calculate the mean,
standard error, standard deviation, sample variance, and
CV%.

Table 1. Values of HbA1c QC measurements.
S. No

QC Value

1

Clover

Fine care

Result

Variance

Result

Variance

5.0

4.8

0.2

5.2

-0.2

2

5.2

5.3

-0.1

5.1

0.1

3

5.7

5.4

0.3

5.9

-0.2

4

6.0

5.9

0.1

6.0

0.0

5

7.5

7.1

0.4

7.6

-0.1

6

8.2

7.3

0.9

8.5

-0.3

7

9.0

8.9

0.1

8.6

0.4

8

11.0

10.2

0.8

10.7

0.3

9

12.0

11.8

0.2

12.1

-0.1

10

12.6

12.6

0.0

12.8

-0.2

Results
Accuracy and linearity analysis of the Fluorescent
Immunochromatography method, using calculated
deviations (Table 1), for the HbA1c QC showed an
insignificant difference from true values using the Runs test
method (P value=0.88) and the Anderson-Darling method
(P value=0.18). The R2 of the repeated measurements
with a 95% confidence interval was 0.9932 (Figure 2)
when calculating the Y-intercept=1.002*X+0.000.
The “best fit values” after comparing the measurement
values of HbA1c QC between Bronate Affinity method and
Fluorescent Immunochromatography method for the Slope
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of the linear regression model were 0.9764 ± 0.05566 with
“Y” intercept of 0.5469 ± 0.4657, “X” intercept of -0.5601,
and R2 of 0.9747. Similarly, comparison of two sets of
HbA1c references materials, “Control N” and “Control
P”, after twenty repeated analysis showed a coefficient of
variation (CV) of 2.64% and 3.55% respectively (Table 2).
All HbA1c measurements fell within the ± 1.96 SD limit
of the Bland-Altman Plotting method, which indicates the
acceptance of the measurements against the mean and that
there were no significant variance between the individual
readings and the mean of all ten measurements (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Measurements of the serially diluted HbA1c reference material on two instruments using different methods after using a
liner regressing analysis model. Fine care: Fluorescence Immunochromatographic method. Clover: Bronate Affinity method.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics showing the measurements of two different HbA1c reference materials. N=Number of measurements;
S.E.=Standard Error; S.D.=Standards Deviation; S.V=Sample Variance; CV=Coefficient of Variation.
N

Mean

S.E.

S.D.

S.V.

CV%

Control N (6.1)

20

6.00

0.07

0.16

0.03

2.67

Control P (11.1)

20

10.98

0.17

0.39

0.15

3.55

Figure 3: Measurements of the serially diluted HbA1c reference material on two instruments using different methods after using the
Bland-Altman method. The solid line shows the mean of all measurement’s deviations and the upper and lower dashed lines show the
± 1.96 SD limits.

Discussion
The Fluorescent Immunochromatography is a promising
new technology offering low-volume medical laboratories
the opportunity to compete, in providing more testing
options requiring advanced immunoassay technologies,
with bigger laboratories with automated or modular
instrument platforms. The performance of the HbA1c
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testing kit was analyzed using the small form factor
Finecare®
Fluorescent
Immunochromatography
instrument. Simple accuracy, precision, and linearity
assays were performed to assess the performance of the
HbA1c kit. We also performed a comparability study
between the Fluorescent Immunochromatography and the
Bronate Affinity method by employing the Bland-Altman
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method. There was no significant difference between the
well-established method of bronate affinity, in detecting
HbA1c, and the newly developed method of Fluorescent
Immunochromatography.

Conclusion
Method evaluation employing both a liner regression
model of analysis as well as the Bland-Altman method
showed no significant variance in results of the repeated
measurements. This shows that the Finecare® Fluorescent
Immunochromatography instrument is suitable option for
detecting HbA1c, in the clinically significant detection
range, in low-volume medical laboratories.
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